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So, why exactly are the Reflex Glass skylights products considered to be the foremost products in
the industry?

As anyone who has a conservatory on their property understands, throughout the cool winter
months the opportunities to relax and unwind in the cool environment are somewhat limited. Reflex
Glass selection of skylights and conservatory glass is designed to enable you to use your
conservatory all year round.

As a UK-based skylights manufacturer as well as manufacturers of a revolutionary type of solar
glass control system and switchable Smart Tint LCD privacy glass, these skylights can be used in a
number of different conservatory designs and products, most notably skylights and roof lanterns.

As the trading name of Roof-Maker Limited, Reflex Glass specialises in the supply of double and
triple glazed glass for skylights, and indeed all manner of conservatory glass. All of the glass that we
supply for skylights, or indeed all manner of conservatory-designs, is manufactured from our twenty
thousand square foot facility in Leicester. We offer all of our customers to purchase the glass for
skylights directly from us, and if you purchase such glass for skylights from us in bulk then you will
automatically receive a discount.

All of the products that we offer can be delivered to you in a swift and decisive manner. We have a
nationwide network of delivery vehicles so that we can deliver directly to your premises, or home
with a minimum of fuss. All of the products that we offer are at the height of durability. The Rooflex
product range has an invisible metallic coating inside the glass and reflects up to ninety five percent
of the suns infrared heat. As with our entire range of skylights and double or triple glazing products
each of our customers is treated to as twenty year warranty, which certainly sets us apart from other
competing companies.

If you'd like to find out any more information about our selection of products, or to contact us to
discuss any bespoke requests then you need only come and visit our website at:
www.reflexglass.co.uk.
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